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Simulation
• “Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real‐world process or system over
time. The act of simulating something first requires that a model be developed; this
model represents the key characteristics or behaviors/functions of the selected
physical or abstract system or process. The model represents the system itself, whereas
the simulation represents the operation of the system over time.” (Wikipedia, 2015)
• “Simulation refers to a broad collection of methods and applications to mimic the
behavior of real systems, usually on a computer with appropriate software” (Kelton et
al. 2010).
• “The process of designing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with
this model for the purpose of understanding the behavior of the system and/or
evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system” (Pegden, et al., 1995).
• “Discrete‐event simulation consists of a collection of techniques that, when applied to
the study of a discrete‐event dynamical system, generates sequences called sample
paths that characterize its behavior” (Fishman, 2001)
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Innovative Car Rentals – Simio Student Comp. – Fall 2014
• We are investigating a new startup business at airports that allow passengers to drop‐off their car at our
parking facility at the airport, and in addition to free parking they may receive rental income for their car
while they are away. Their car is offered as a rental car to passengers flying into the airport. The basic
business concept is outlined below:
– Departing passengers that arrive to the airport in a car that is pre‐registered with our service may park their car
for up to 3 weeks for free at our off‐property parking/rental area as long as it is offered for rent in our rental
pool. Cars must be parked for a minimum of 2 days and a maximum of 3 weeks. Only recent model cars (< 3
years old) that are damage and smoke‐free are accepted for registration. All cars registered with our service
require a valid state inspection and photographs of both the interior and exterior of the car.
– Cars entering the rental pool are cleaned for a fee paid by the owner of the car. If the car is rented it is re‐
cleaned at the end of the rental period at no cost to the owner; hence both a renter and the owner leave the
airport in a clean car.
– Arriving passengers may use a mobile application to select from the available cars.
– Rental cars are classed as one of four types based on the model and year of the car. The rental price is set based
on the category assigned, and 50% of the rental income received is paid to the owner of the car.

• Because many of the parked cars will be rented, we are able to offer parking to more customers than the
available parking spaces that we have.
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Innovative Car Rentals (cont.)
• Although the primary goal of this project is size the system and determine is operational viability, the
analysis may also include recommendations on how the system might be improved and could extend the
base problem in several ways. When data and information are not provided appropriate assumptions
should be made and documented. Here are examples of some possible extensions to the problem.
– In the case of renting arrivals if the desired car category is not available the mobile app will be modified to offer
the customer an alternative car. Customers select the next category up (if available) 50% of the time, and if this
is not available will select the next category down 30% of the time. Otherwise, the customer is lost to
competition. How does this impact the solution?
– We are also considering a less expensive but further out lot location. The monthly cost per parking spot for the
further lot is $30 per week per parking spot and has a travel time that is 8 minutes. Is this lot a better option?
– We are considering having vehicles for passenger pickups wait for a specified “dwell” time to better utilize the
shuttle vehicles and perhaps reduce the waiting time and number of trips. Is this a good idea, and is so what
should the dwell time be?
– If this is successful and we see a 30% increase in demand after six months, how should the system be changed
(if at all) to maximize profitability?
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Innovative Car Rentals
Arriving Passengers:
Owners – picking up vehicle
Renters – renting vehicle

Airport
Shuttle

Rental Center

Departing Passengers:
Owners – leaving vehicle
Renters – returning vehicle
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Decisions:
Layout
Lot Capacity
Staffing
Shuttle operation
Pricing
…
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Methods to Study a System
System

Experiment with the
actual system

Experiment with a
model of the system

Physical Model

Mathematical Model

Analytical
Solution

Simulation
Law, 2007, p. 4
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Sampling of the Areas of Application for Simulation
• Airports: Parking‐lot shuttles, ticketing, security,
terminal transportation, food court traffic, baggage
handling, gate assignments, airplane de‐icing.

• Manufacturing: Capital‐investment analysis, line
optimization, product‐mix changes, productivity
improvement, transportation, labor reduction.

• Hospitals: Emergency department operation, disaster
planning, ambulance dispatching, regional service
strategies, resource allocation.

• Military: Logistics, maintenance, combat,
counterinsurgency, search and detection, humanitarian
relief.

• Ports: Truck and train traffic, vessel traffic, port
management, container storage, capital investments,
crane operations.

• Telecommunications: Message transfer, routing,
reliability, network security against outages or attacks.

• Amusement parks: Guest transportation, ride
design/startup, waiting line management, ride
staffing, crowd management.

• Emergency‐response system: Response time, station
location, equipment levels, staffing.

• Call centers: Staffing, skill‐level assessment, service
improvement, training plans, scheduling algorithms.
• Supply chains: Risk reduction, reorder points,
production allocation, inventory positioning,
transportation, growth management, contingency
planning.
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• Criminal‐justice system: Probation and parole
operations, prison utilization and capacity.

• Public sector: Allocation of voting machines to precincts.
• Customer service: Direct‐service improvement, back‐
office operations, resource allocation, capacity planning.
• Mining: Material transfer, labor transportation,
equipment allocation, bulk material mixing.
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Randomness in Simulation
• Many real‐life phenomena are
seemingly random.
– Service times
– Processing times
– Interarrival times
– Waiting times
– Queue length
– Part types
– Machine failures and repairs
– Transportation times
– Items scanned at a store
checkout
– Number of people at an event
– Number of cars on a road
– :
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Sample Random components for the food truck:
•
•
•
•
•

Cust. arrival times
Party size
Order Items
Service time
Payment type
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Waiting time
Food quality
Number of customers in line
Weather
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Random Variables
At its most basic, a random variable is a function whose value is determined by the
outcome of an experiment; that is, we do not know the value until after we perform the
experiment.
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Example – Patient Treatment Times at a Clinic
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Characteristics of Random Variables
• Discrete

• Continuous

– Expected Value ()

– Expected Value ()


E ( X )   xi p( xi )

E ( X )   xf ( x )dx


all i

– Variance (2)

– Variance (2)


x  


Var ( X )    xi    p( xi )

Var ( X )  

2

all i

2

f ( x )dx

• Quantiles/percentiles
• For simulation, we’re almost always interested in samples of random
variables and the corresponding sample means and sample variances
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Simulation Process
Conceptual Design

Input
Analysis

Model
Development,
Verification and
Validation

Output Analysis
and
Experimentation
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Simulation – Statistical Sampling Experiment
“Users often have the unfortunate impression that simulation is just an
exercise in programming. As a result, simulation ‘studies’ begin with
conceptual model development and subsequent ‘programming,’ and end
with a single run of the program to produce ‘the answers.’ However,
simulation is actually a computer‐based statistical sampling experiment.
Thus, if the results are to have any meaning, appropriate statistical
techniques must be used to design and analyze the simulation experiments”
(Law, 2007, p. 485).
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Simulation Success Skills – Objectives
Let's say that you're asked to model a specific
manufacturing facility at a large corporation and
evaluate whether a new $4 million crane will provide
the desired results (increases in product throughput,
decreases in waiting time, reductions in maintenance,
etc.). Here are some possible stakeholders and what
their objectives might be in a typical situation:
• Manager of industrial engineering (IE) (your boss):
She wants to prove that IE adds value to the
corporation, so she wants you to demonstrate
dramatic cost savings or productivity improvement.
She also wants a nice 3D animation she can use to
market your services elsewhere in the corporation.
• Production Manager: He's convinced that buying a
new crane is the only way he can meet his
production targets and has instructed his key people
to provide you the information to help you prove
that.
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• VP‐Finance: She’s very concerned about spending the
money for the crane but is also concerned about
inadequate productivity. She’s actually the one who, in
the last executive meeting, insisted on commissioning a
simulation study to get an objective analysis.
• Line Supervisor: She's worked there 15 years and is
responsible for material movement. She knows that
there are less‐expensive and equally effective ways to
increase productivity and would be happy to share that
information if anyone bothered to ask her.
• Materials Laborer: Much of his time is currently spent
moving materials, and he's afraid of getting laid off if a
new crane is purchased. So, he'll do his best to convince
you that a new crane is a bad idea.
• Engineering Manager: His staff is already overwhelmed,
so he doesn't want to be involved unless absolutely
necessary. But if a new crane is going to be purchased,
he has some very specific ideas of how it should be
configured and used.
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Simulation Success Skills – Objectives
In order to identify key objectives, you
must ask questions like:
• What do you want to evaluate, or hope
to prove?
• What's the model scope? How much
detail is anticipated for each component
of the system?
• What components are critical? Which
less‐important components might be
approximated?
• What input information can be made
available, how good is it, who will
provide it, and when?
1/24/2021

• How much experimentation will be
required? Will optimum‐seeking be
required?
• How will any animation be used
(animation for validation is quite
different from animation presented to a
board of directors)?
• In what form do you want results (verbal
presentation, detailed numbers,
summaries, graphs, text reports)?
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Simulation Success Skills – Functional Specification
A document describing exactly what will be
delivered, when, how, and by whom.
A sample structure is as follows:
1. Introduction
a.

Simulation objectives

b.

Identification of stakeholders

2. System description and modeling approach
a.
b.

Equipment
Product types

c.
d.

Operations
Transportation

1/24/2021
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3. Input data
4. Output data
5. Project deliverables
a.
b.

Documentation
Software and training

c.

Animation

6. Project phases
7. Signoffs

Smith et al., 2019, pp. 12‐13
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Simulation Success Skills – General Steps in a Study
1. Define high‐level objectives and
identify stake‐holders.
2. Define the functional specification
including detailed goals, model
boundaries, level of detail, modeling
approach, and output measures.
Design the final report.
3. Build a prototype. Update Steps 1 and
2, as necessary.
4. Model or enhance a high‐priority piece
of the system. Document and verify it.
Iterate.
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5. Collect and incorporate model input
data.
6. Verify and validate the model. Involve
stakeholders. Return to Step 4 as
necessary.
7. Design experiments. Make production
runs. Involve stakeholders. Return to
Step 4 as necessary.
8. Document the results and the model.
9. Present the results and collect your
kudos.
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Winter Simulation Conference Archive
https://informs‐sim.org/
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